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Magnetic nanowires supporting field- and current-driven domain wall motion are
envisioned for methods of information storage and processing. A major obstacle for
their practical use is the domain-wall velocity, which is traditionally limited for low
fields and currents due to the Walker breakdown occurring when the driving component reaches a critical threshold value. We show through numerical and analytical
modeling that the Walker breakdown limit can be extended or completely eliminated
in antiferromagnetically coupled magnetic nanowires. These coupled nanowires
allow for large domain-wall velocities driven by field and/or current as compared
to conventional nanowires. C 2016 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4945789]
Manipulating magnetic domain walls (DWs) to store and transfer information is envisioned to
enable high-density, low-power, non-volatile, and non-mechanical memory, recording and processing systems. Related concepts have been explored in the past, e.g. bubble memory,1 and are promising for future systems, e.g. racetrack memory2 where DWs can be moved by applied magnetic
fields3 and/or by currents4 via the spin transfer torque (STT) e↵ects.5,6 STT arises from the transfer
of angular momentum from spin-polarized electrons to the DW magnetic moments and provides
particularly attractive opportunities for DW manipulation.7 However, there are several obstacles to
be overcome to enable these technologies. One obstacle is the Walker breakdown limit,8,9 which
imposes a maximum velocity on the DW motion at low field or current in magnetic systems posing
a major problem in terms of the information transfer and storage speed. The Walker breakdown
limit originates from the demagnetization field that imparts to the magnetization a torque, which
takes the opposite direction once the applied field and/or current exceed a certain critical value.
Below these critical field or current values the DW velocity increases with increasing field or current, whereas above this critical value the DW motion exhibits back and forth oscillations. If the
Walker breakdown e↵ect could be eliminated then the increased DW speed would allow a major
improvement in terms of data rates. Approaches have been presented for reducing or eliminating the
Walker breakdown, such as those based on complex topologies or alternative physical e↵ects,10–13
or the use of transverse magnetic fields.14 However, these approaches may be hard to implement in
practical systems.
In this Letter we present numerical simulations and an analytical model of antiferromagnetically coupled nanowires (AFC NWs) subject to applied fields and currents. We find that this
structure extends or completely eliminates the Walker breakdown limit for DW motion induced by
fields or STT currents. For field-driven DW motion the maximum DW velocities and corresponding
applied fields can be much higher than those of single-layer NWs. For STT induced DW motion the
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FIG. 1. Schematic of a DW in an AFC NW. (a) The DW represented by a continuous variation of the magnetization states;
(b) Representation in the analytical model in which the DW in each layer is represented by a single macrospin with its width
w, thickness t, and length .

Walker breakdown can not only be reduced but also eliminated. Importantly, this structure can be
readily realized experimentally and enhanced DW velocities have been reported for AFC films with
perpendicular anisotropy.15
The proposed structure is made of two AFC magnetic layers as shown in Fig. 1. The specific
model used is made of two soft magnetic NWs antiferromagnetically coupled through their common interface. The saturation magnetization of the first (top) and second (bottom) NWs are Ms1
and Ms2, respectively. The antiferromagnetic coupling between the NWs is sufficiently strong such
that a single DW across both NWs is present (Fig. 1). The wire width is chosen relatively small,
compatible with the wire sizes envisioned in memory applications. In this case the DW structure
is a transverse wall in each layer, with opposite directions. For thicker and wider wires vortex
DW should be generated. While similar e↵ects are expected for vortex DWs, the detailed study of
this regime is outside the scope of this work. Furthermore, the physical phenomena described for
transverse DWs should also be applicable to films with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy.
The dynamics of a DW in a NW under the influence of field and/or current are governed by the
Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation extended to include the STT e↵ect:7,9
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In the above equation, M is the magnetization, is the gyromagnetic ratio, He↵ is the e↵ective
field, ↵ is the damping parameter, Ms is the saturation magnetization,
is the non-adiabatic
spin-transfer paramater, and the parameter u depends on the current density J and is defined as
u = g J µ B P/(2eMs ), where g is the Landé factor, µ B is the Bohr magneton, e is the electron charge,
and P is the polarization factor of the current.
The DW dynamics in a single-layer NW governed by Eq. (1) can fall into di↵erent regimes
depending on the relative values of the parameters. In the absence of current, if the magnitude of
the external magnetic field is below the Walker threshold, the wall moves at a constant velocity
that increases linearly with field. If the applied field is stronger than this threshold field, there is
precession, intervals of backward motion and overall slowdown of the DW propagation. When only
current is applied, the dynamics depend on the relative values of the damping parameter ↵ and the
non-adiabatic spin-transfer parameter . If = ↵, the DW motion is steady for any DC applied
current. If > ↵, the DW motion is steady for currents smaller than a certain limit, but slows down
for stronger currents due to the onset of precession and backward motion. If < ↵, there is a range
of low currents for which the spins of the DW tilt out of plane, after which the DW is stationary, i.e.,
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no motion. For yet stronger currents, the DW propagates during which its magnetization undergoes
precession. All these limits correspond to the Walker threshold that depends on ↵, the saturation
magnetization Ms , and the geometry of the NW.
In an AFC NW system the symmetry of the problem is altered through interlayer exchange
fields, which allow compensation of torque terms that lead to the DW instability. The AFC NW
geometry significantly reduces the Walker breakdown e↵ects and even eliminates Walker breakdown when current is used to move the DWs via the STT e↵ect. This results in a dramatic increase
of the DW velocities in a simple geometry that is practically feasible using di↵erent materials such
as in-plane anisotropy CoFeB/Ru/CoFeB or Fe/Cr/Fe structures or out-of-plane [Co/Ni]/Ru/[Co/Ni]
structures.
The presented simulation results were obtained by solving the LLG equation using both FastMag16,17 and OOMMF18 simulators, which gave nearly identical results. These simulators respectively use finite element method (FEM) and finite di↵erences method and provide a variety of tools
that can be used to study DW motion. For each simulation the transverse DW was located inside
the NW and its position was monitored. The DW speed in the numerical simulations was obtained
by calculating the time for the DW to propagate over a fixed distance (chosen as 10 micron). We
studied the evolution of the DW velocity as a function of the applied field in single-layer and
AFC NWs for di↵erent values of saturation magnetization, damping and exchange fields. For the
AFC NW case, each NW had a 4-nm thickness and a 20-nm width. The single-layer NW had a
4-nm thickness and 20-nm width. The mesh was tetrahedral with nearly regular tetrahedrons of side
length of 2 nm. The ferromagnetic exchange constant was chosen to be 1.3x10 6 erg/cm. In these
cases, the values for the damping, non-adiabatic STT parameter and thicknesses of both wires are
identical to facilitate comparisons with single wire simulations. However the results can be easily
extended to systems where the two layer have di↵erent parameters and the conclusions are similar.
As a first approximation, increasing the thickness of a layer is roughly equivalent to increasing Ms.
This method can be used to create asymmetrical AFC wires using the same material for each wire
like the previously described CoFeB/Ru/CoFeB structure.
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the DW velocity versus the applied field for single-layer and AFC
NW, respectively. The results are given for di↵erent damping constants and saturation magnetization values. The magnetocrystalline anisotropy was kept to zero in both models, hence the
anisotropy was entirely due to magnetostatics (shape anisotropy). However, this approach is also
applicable to perpendicular anisotropy systems. For a single-layer NW, changing the saturation
magnetization and damping only a↵ects the DW mobility and the Walker breakdown critical field,
but not the maximum achievable DW velocity in the system, as seen from Fig. 2(a). This limitation
clearly does not hold for AFC NW (Fig. 2(b)), where the mobility, Walker breakdown critical

FIG. 2. Average domain velocities (v) driven for applied magnetic field (H) obtained via FEM micromagnetic simulations.
(a) single-layer NW with di↵erent values of the damping and saturation magnetization; (b) AFC NW with di↵erent values of
the damping and saturation magnetization with exchange energy density of 10 3 J/m2.
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field, and peak velocity can be modulated through the saturation magnetization and damping of the
constituent layers (Fig. 2(b)). Indeed, even when the total saturation magnetization of the composite
system |Ms1 Ms2| is identical to the saturation magnetization of the single-layer NW, the DW
motion characteristics are di↵erent (Figs. 2(a), 2(b)). The interaction between the two antiferromagnetically coupled layers and the symmetry of the system under the applied field must be taken into
account to explain this phenomenon.
Several observations from Fig. 2(b) can be made. First, the closer the saturation magnetizations
Ms1 and Ms2 are to each other the greater the peak velocity. However, in the pre-Walker breakdown
regime, the smaller the net magnetization the slower the DW motion for a given magnetic field. The
mobility, defined as the rate of change of DW velocity with the applied field dv/dH, is, therefore,
proportional to the net magnetization of the AFC NW. If the saturation magnetization is equal in
both layers, there is no motion under an applied field.
The operation of the AFC NW can be understood by considering the compensation of torques
in the AF-coupled system, which is mediated through antiferromagnetic interlayer exchange. Indeed, in the strong coupling limit, the directions of the precessional Zeeman torques in each layer
AFC
are opposite, resulting in a weaker total precessional Zeeman torque H
/ Ms1 Ms2 acting on
the rigid AFC DW. This torque is responsible for the out of plane tilting of the spins, which
eventually triggers the Walker breakdown for strong enough applied fields. On the other hand, the
direction of the precessional demagnetization and damping torques in each layer complement each
2
2
other, dAFC / Ms1
+ Ms2
and ↵AFC / Ms1 + Ms2, resulting in a strong torque preventing the Walker
breakdown. As a consequence, the Walker breakdown occurs for much greater fields and far greater
DW velocities. We note that these modified torque expressions come from the strong coupling
assumption, and reflect that the interlayer exchange interaction mediates the dynamical response. A
disadvantage to field driven operation, however, is that increases in peak velocities are accompanied
with a reduced DW mobility. The situation is di↵erent when the DW is driven by current. The
di↵erence is due to the fact that the symmetry changes and the characteristics describing motion for
the same parameter sets are significantly di↵erent.
Figure 3(b) shows the velocity of a DW in AFC NWs for di↵erent values of the applied current,
the non-adiabatic parameter and Ms1,2. In AFC NW simulations, u corresponds to an e↵ective
domain wall mobility defined as u = (g J µ B P)/(2eMs,ave) where Ms,ave = (Ms1 + Ms2)/2. In the
case of Ms1 = Ms2 the Walker breakdown is not encountered for any value of current amplitude for
the AFC NW. The torques responsible for triggering the Walker breakdown fully compensate each
other.
For both field and current bias, the simulations indicate that the peak velocities and the Walker
breakdown threshold are higher for an AFC NW than for single-layer NW. In both cases, the
outcome is due to the compensation of di↵erent torque terms on account of system symmetry under
given bias, which is mediated though the interlayer exchange interaction.

FIG. 3. DW velocity (v) as a function of u obtained via FEM micromagnetic simulations. (a) single-layer NW with di↵erent
values of the non-adiabatic parameter and saturation magnetization with ↵ = 0.02; (b) AFC NW with di↵erent values of the
saturation magnetization with exchange energy density of 10 3 J/m2, ↵ = 0.02 and = 0.08.
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To gain a better understanding of this phenomenon, we compared the results to an analytical
model.20 The motion of the DW is due to the torques applied on the magnetic moment. By calculating all these torques, it is possible to find the DW velocity and the Walker breakdown limit. This
method has been described in detail for a conventional single-layer NW by Mougin.20 It is equally
applicable to systems with in-plane and out-of-plane magnetic anisotropies.
In this model, the DWs are considered as two coupled macrospins with the same origin
and with saturation magnetizations Ms1 and Ms2, and non-adiabatic STT parameters 1 and 2
(Fig. 1(b)). The antiferromagnetic coupling is considered to be infinite (rigid model), such that the
two macrospins are oriented perfectly opposite to one another. The cross section of each wire is
supposed to be the same. Calculating all the torques applied on the macrospins using spherical coordinates, we can link them to the movement of the DW by using the angular momentum conservation
dL total/dt = total. Solving the angular momentum conservation equation for the case of steady DW
motion (i.e., motion during which the DW structure does not change) leads to the Walker threshold
condition for an AFC NW:
AFC
HW

Ms1 Ms2
+
Ms1 + Ms2

e↵

ue↵ = 2⇡↵ N y

Nx

2
2
(Ms1
+ Ms2
)
,
(Ms1 Ms2)

(2)

where Nx and N y are the demagnetizing factors of the volume containing the DW, e↵ = ( 1 + 2)/2
is the e↵ective non-adiabatic parameter, is the length of the DW, ue↵ = (g J µ B P)/(2eMs,ave),
AFC
Ms,ave = (Ms1 + Ms2)/2, and HW
is the Walker field for the AFC case. From Eq. (2), it follows that
the Walker breakdown is never reached when Ms1 = Ms2. On the other hand, Walker breakdown is
always present for the single-layer NW case with the Walker threshold condition19
single

HW

+

u

↵) = 2⇡↵ N y

(

Nx Ms1,

(3)

single

where HW is the Walker field for the single-layer NW.
The DW velocity in AFC NW for any value of field and current below the Walker breakdown
limit is:
!
Ms1 Ms2
e↵
v=
H
+
ue↵ ,
(4)
↵
Ms1 + Ms2
The DW velocity for the single-layer NW case is given by
v=

↵

H+

!
u .

(5)

and it is much lower than that for the AFC NW in Eq. (4).
Equation (2) and Figs. 2(b), 3(b) show that the Walker threshold strongly depends on the
respective values of Ms1 and Ms2. As |Ms1 Ms2| decreases, the Walker breakdown limit is progressively increased, and in principle can be made as large as is allowed by other limitatons, such as
heat or disorder. The downside is that making the saturation magnetization of both layers very
close dramatically reduces the mobility of the DW for the case of field driven DW propagation.
However, for the case where only current is applied to the NW, the DW velocity does not depend on
the saturation magnetizations and the equation becomes v = ue↵ e↵ /↵. Therefore, it is possible to
eliminate the Walker breakdown in current operated AFC NWs without imparing the mobility of the
DW, thus achieving very high DW velocities.
In conclusion, we have shown that the maximum achievable DW velocity in AFC NWs under
field or current bias can far exceed velocities attainable using single-layer NW systems. This result
is not a consequence of a reduced average moment of the AFC-NW. We attributed this e↵ect to the
particular symmetry of the described system under a given bias, and the consequent compensation
of torque terms that are responsible for structural instability. The expressions of these torque terms
reflect the fact that interlayer exchange mediates DW dynamics in AFC NWs. It was demonstrated
that the Walker breakdown field could be significantly deferred by choosing saturation magnetizations of the two layers to be comparable. The characteristics of DW motion under field and current
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bias where demonstrated using micromagnetic simulations, and further justified by an analytical
model, which predicts the Walker breakdown field, peak velocity under field and current bias, and
wall mobility in AFC systems. It was shown that it is possible to suppress the Walker breakdown
limit for current-driven DW motion without a↵ecting its mobility by using similar or identical
values of the saturation magnetization in both layers of the AFC NW. This can be done for any value
of the damping parameter ↵ or the non-adiabatic spin-transfer torque .
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